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Our RFID tags are built to last for 10+
years, or 10 months, depending on the use 
case. That means they can be used for
multiple growing cycles, or used as
consumables. Our tags are ruggedized for 
all types of applications in horticulture -- 
any inventory type, any environment.

The best app for in-field use in the 
industry. Our cloud based application 
functions real-time, whether you are in the 
office on a desktop or laptop, or out in the 
field taking live inventory counts on your 
tablet or phone. The in-field app, available 
on the app store, is uniquely streamlined to 
require minimal clicks and navigation.

Reduce in-field labor costs by more
than 80% with app modes such as caliper, 
stat, and create inventory. Modes
represent the power of lean cloud
computing at its best, automating clicks
and streamlining in-field data entry while 
syncing all the data back to the office
updating availabiity reoprts real-time.

Users scan the RFID tag to populate the 
item profile on mobile devices for finger tip 
access to editable data. Weatherproof
scanners read RFID tags within inches, or 
several feet, depending on the use case. 
Long-range antennas can be used for
autonomous applications such as RFID
portals, ATV mounts, or drones.



Zone Mapping

Costing Tools

Integrations for Sales

Business Intelligence

Arbré provides users with the ability to
create and edit locations such as zones, 
blocks, greenhouses, yards, or farms that 
hold different inventory types. Items are 
then identified with a unique RFID which is 
matched to the precise location of inventory. 
GPS coordinates can also be recorded for
efficient nursery navigation.

Inventory, depending on tagging method, 
has a unique profile that can be accessed 
through the zone map. The profile displays 
various statistics in addition to a
customizable status that is used to discern
inventory for sale from not for sale.
Statistics tracked are at the discretion of the 
user and are essential for better costing.

Whether you are in the office, or in the 
field, sales creation is a breeze. We serve up 
availability for dynamic order building -- 
ultra simple revision and substitution 
processes. Sales are then auto-populated 
in QuickBooks, or other integrated systems, 
to eliminate duplicate entry. Estimates, tag 
doc’s, dig reports, and invoices are all
generated at the click of a button.

Precision inventory with RFID provides
invaluable data that our BI tool can drill
into with a few simple clicks. BI assists with 
production planning, forecasting and
benchmarking; ultimately yielding better
decision making across all business
functions moving your business from
being precise to being predictive.
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Zones Create New Zone
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Sales Create New Sale

Name
CustomerJ. Frank
Leaves Ins.

Shipping Cost

100.00Carlstown
Hiller Tops 75.00Schwope & Sons
Stamz Tree 70.00
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KPI’s Create New Report

Name
Date(s)Growth Curve
1/1 - 6/1

Run report

RunDead Tree Report
1/1 - 6/1 RunFertilizer Test Plots
2/1 - 7/1 Run
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